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Dear Sir:

COORDINATION DRAFT ANNEX Y TO DNA OPLAN 600-77 (DEMOBILIZATION)

? -

2. Concepts

The subject of transition of law enforcement procedures from the

present TTPI-DNA agreement to whatever arrangement is contemplated

after April 15, 1980, needs to be addressed. There have already

been preliminary discussions held between TTPI (Scott Stege) with

the CJTG. In addition the Chief of Police of the MarsShalis, H. Wally

Watring and Judith Knape, MLSC Attorney, have initiated correspondence

concerning the assignment of an additional TTPI police officer for

Japtan (not an H&N employee). .

What is needed is a time phased agreement between TITPI and DNA

on how and when the TTPI will assume the functions of both the

Court and Law Enforcement.

The law enforcement arrangement which existed during the pre-mobiliza-

tion phase of Enewetak (with the H&N Resident Manager and the Safety

Officer also serving as TTPI police captains) is not feasible for

even the period 15 April 1980 to June 1, 1980. It would appear that

one solution might be for the TTPI to agree to assume the Court and

Law Enforcement functions full time on April 15, 1980, with a reason-

able period of redundancy before that Gate during which time the

H&N/PTD people now performing these, functions could “phase in" the

people assigned to these tasks by the TTPI.

Appendix 3 to Annex Y, Page Y-3-3

4. Responsibilities

AS communications capability is reduced during the final phasesa.

of demobilization the problem of "coordinating" all demobilization

resources by FCDNA will increase as will the volume of. decisions.

It would appear reasonable to assign some level of authority to

the CJTG to authorize disposition of resources.
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During the mobilization of Enewetak, the Director of Logistics,

FCDNA cited economy as the driving force to retain all, decision

making in Albuqueque. Accordingly, it would appear that the

efficient and economic utilization of all retrograde transporta-
tion opportunities would lead to a decision to give some disposition

authority to the CJTG.

All cleanup project participants have understood from the beginning

of the Enewetak project, that if DNA Milcon funds were not available

for the retrograde of project participant assets, then the owning

agency would have to pay for the cost of such retrograde. However,

to "pair" the DOE with TTPI, in effect identifies the DOE ‘as a

non-project participant in the Cleanup project and in effect

changes the demobilization funding planning concepts spelled out

in OPLAN 600-77.

An FCDNA command review of the decision on this matter is requested.

Generally, Draft Annex Y is a fine job and in keeping with the manner in

which Col. John Hemler does things.

Sincerely,

Original Signed By
W. J. STANLEY

W. J. Stanley

Director

OP-836

WIS :idh

cc: Col. R. W. Bauchspies, CJTG

Rosemary Harris, GC/DNA

Col. J. DeGrazia, FCDNA/FCL

Roger Ray, APO/NV

R. W. Taft, AM/PE&B/NV


